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Raphaël  L’Ecole d’Athènes (1510)



Aristote (384-322 BC)

• Virtue is not natural, but  is not against nature (NE, 1103a24)

• Life is contingency: vita in motu

• Prudence is a cardinal virtue ; has its origin in reason

• Realistic moral : art of possible

to keep within bounds

prudence

self developpement



Immanuel Kant (1724-1804)

What can I know?

What ought I to do?

What may I hope?



Kant : categorical imperative

• 1-Act only according to that maxim whereby you can at
the same time will that it should become a universal law
without contradiction

• 2-Act in such a way that you treat humanity, whether in 
your own person of any other, never merely as a mean to 
an end, but always at the same time as an end.

• 3-Thus the third practical principes follows as the ultime 
condition of their harmony with practical reason : the 
idea of the very rational being as a universally legislating
will

Groundings of the Metaphysics of Morals



Paul Ricoeur (1913-2005)

• The project of an accomplished life

• The goal of a good life with and for others within just
institutions

• The shared admission of fragility

• Inevitability of moral conflict (Antigone-Creon)

Antigon is as inhuman as Creon

• Dialogic dimension : concrete wisdom that applies abstract 
rules to concrete cases and adapt moral and legal rules to 
concrete human needs and to the multiplicity of moral 
dilemnas

Jürgen Habermas (1929-), Emmanuel Levinas (1906-1995), 

John Rawls (1921-2002)…



Albert Schweitzer (1875-1965)

Ethics is
recognition of our
responsability
towards anything
living



Fritz Jahr (1895-1963)
Pasteur luthérien allemand

Bio-Ethyk ; eine Umschau ûber die ethschen Beziehungen des Menschen zu Tier und pflange

Bioéthique : a review of ethics relationships between men, animals and plants

Kosmos : Handweiserfûr Naturfreunde, 1927 24(1):2-4

Mt 7,12
So in everything, do to 
others what you would 
have them do to you.

Lc 6,31
Do to others as you would 
have them do to you.

Rm 13,10

Francis of Assisi

Jean-Jacques Rousseau
Love does no harm to a 
neighbor. Therefore love 
is the fulfillment of the 
law.



Science , research



Methodologic groundings of science

• Science : scire

• Search objectivity, eliminate subjectivity

• Segmentation of the problem in sub independant problems

• No interaction between observer and observed

• Reproduction of results :

Particular facts are never scientific; only generalization can etablish
science (Claude Bernard)

• Invariability

• A cause, an effect

• Build models of the explored reality

• Know the HOW of the world, not WHY

• Morally neutral



Why clinical research?

• Improve knowledge

-on a disease (physiopathology, aetiology…)

-on man

Improve treatments

-drugs

-devices

…



Research on man (or woman…)

• Research activity with the goal to product a 
generalisable knowledge

-activity : procedure, methodology

-knowledge : distinct from care

-generalisable, universal : from singular to   
general and from general to singular



Théophraste Bombast von Hohenheimdit : Paracelse (1493-1541)
alterius non sit qui suus esse potest

Medicine
-of the man
-of the human being
-of one man



Among the experiments that may tried on man, 
those that can only harm are forbidden, those
that are innocent are permissible, and those that
may do good are obligatory.

It is immoral then, to make an experiment on 
man when it is dangerous to him, even though
the result may be useful to others.

There are some doctors who declare themselves
against experimentation, and only in favour
observation.(…)experimentation cannot exist
without observation. Experiment is only
provoked observation.

Every day physician make therapeutic
experiments on patients and every day surgeon 
do vivisections…

Claude Bernard (1813-1878)



Hippocratic aphorisms

• Ὁ βίος βραχὺς, Life is short

• ἡ δὲ τέχνη μακρὴ, Art is long

• ὁ δὲ καιρὸς ὀξὺς, Opportunity fleeting

• ἡ δὲ πεῖρα σφαλερὴ, Experience perilous

• ἡ δὲ κρίσις χαλεπή Decision difficult



SHOCK!!!



Courrier Adolf Hitler
Adolf HITLER                                           Berlin le 1er septembre 1939

Monsieur le directeur d’empire BAULHER et 
Monsieur le docteur en médecine BRANDT

se voient confier la responsabilité d’élargir les attributions
de médecins  désigner nominativement, afin que des malades,   
qui peuvent être considérés selon les connaissances humaines comme incurables
puissent bénéficier d’une mort gracieuse, quand leur état de santé devient                        
particulièrement  critique

Signé Adolf HITLER

mention manuscrite : apparemment

m’a été remis par Baulher le 27/8/1940

Signé : Dr Gütner

Gnadentod : mort gracieuse
Gnadenschuss : coup de grâce du fusillé
……..



Nuremberg trial 18/10/1945-1/10/1946



Nazi physicians trial Nuremberg 9/12/1946-21/08/1946



Dr Berthold Ostertag (1895-1975) Hôpital de la Charité Berlin



Hypothermia experiment Dachau : Dr Sigmund Rascher et Dr Ernst Holzloehner





Miscellaneous

• Paludism

• Typhus

• Tuberculosis

• Sterilizations

• Poisons

• « Polygal » : hemostatic

• Gas gangrene



Don’t forget japanese!



Unité 731 Pengfan (Mandchourie)



Shiro Ishii (1892-1959)



We come from far away



William Hogarth (1697-1764)

For the custom of tormenting
and killing of beasts will, by 
degrees, harden their minds
even towards men.

Locke (1632-1704)



Consent



Convicts
in corpore vili



Vivisections

• Hérophile (320-260 BC)

Fiat experimentum in corpore vili

Herophilus, ille medicus aut lanius (Celse)

• Diderot (1713-1784)

Is guilty dissection  inhuman?



The archer of Meudon :  first surgical lithotomy Germain Colot in front of Louis XI (1474)



History

• Trial Slater v. Baker-Stapelton

It appears from the evidence of the surgeons that it was
improper to desunite the callous without consent ; this
is the usage and law of surgeons

• Coley’s toxins

After some deliberations, he consented

WB Coley (1862-1936)



History

• Louis Pasteur (1822-1895) Lettre à l’empereur du Brésil

• Sanarelli (1864-1940)

1897 five patients experiment injection of « bacillus » of yellow
fever

• William Osler (1849-1919)

To deliberately inject a poison of known high degree of virulency
into an human being, unless you obtain that man’s sanction, is
nort ridiculous, it is criminal (1898)



Alexis Saint Vincent (1794-1880)



Walter Reed (1901)

• Ethics of research requires

self-experiment

written consent

remuneration, payment

only adult

mention in papers with his full consent



Carlos Finlay (1833-1915) Walter Reed (1851-1902)





Walter Reed (1851-1902)Carlos Finlay (1833-1915)



Les pestiférés de Jaffa 

Bonaparte

Desgenettes



Werner Forssman (1904-1979)
First cardiac catheterism (with ureteric catheter)



Consent

• Agree with

• From latin consentire : feeling with

• Consensus (Cicero 106-43 BC): in accordance with
oneself, others and nature

• Implies a sympathy between two persons and not 
between a person and a project or a paper (of full 
consent...)

• Ethical involvement

• But is not sufficient (dwarf tossing)!



Dignity : Immanuel kant

What is related to general human inclinations and 
needs has a market price;

That which, even without presupposing such a need, 
conforms with a certain taste has a fancy price;

But that which constitutes the condition under which
alone something can be an end in itself has not merely
a relative value, that is, a price, but an inner value, 
that is dignity.

Morality, and humanity insofar as it is capable of 
morality, is that which alone has dignity



Information
• Give a form to a substance (Aristote)

• Help patient to be shaped (en forme), in accepted way (dans 
les formes)

Michelangelo (1475-1564) Pieta



End of the second world war
(1939-1945)



Nazi physicians trial Nuremberg 9/12/1946-21/08/1946



Nuremberg code

1-Required is the voluntary, well-informed, understanding
consent of the human subject in a full legal capacity.

2-The experiment should aim at positive results for 
society that cannot be procured in some other way.

3-It should be based on previous knowledge (like, an 
expectation derived from animal experiments) that
justifies the experiment.

4-The experiment should be set up in a way that avoids
unnecessary physical and mental suffering and injuries.

5-It should not be conducted when there is any reason to 
believe that it implies a risk of death or disabling injury.



Nuremberg code

6-The risks of the experiment should be in proportion to (that
is, not exceed) the expected humanitarian benefits.
7-Preparations and facilities must be provided that adequately
protect the subjects against the experiment’s risks.
8-The staff who conduct or take part in the experiment must 
be fully trained and scientifically qualified.
9-The human subjects must be free to immediately quit the 
experiment at any point when they feel physically or mentally
unable to go on.
10-Likewise, the medical staff must stop the experiment at
any point when they observe that continuation would be
dangerous.



https://www.wma.net/policies-post/wma-declaration-of-helsinki-ethical-principles-for-
medical-research-involving-human-subjects/



All is right?



Tuskege (Alabama)

• From 1932, forty years follow-up of 400 syphilitic
black people and 200 free subjects

• Aim : understand natural course of the disease

• But : 1932  Salvarsan®(Paul Ehrlich Nobel prize 1908)

1944 Penicillin

• 1969 CDC continues experiment

• 1972 investigations by newspapers…

• 1997 Pdt Clinton apologizes : clearly racist study…



Willowbrook

• Center for mentally retarded children

• Children were intentionnaly given hepatitis in an attempt to track
development of hepatitis

• Follow-up by NYC university

• They justified their deliberate infections and exposures by claiming
that given that there was a high rate of infection in the institution it
was practically inevitable that the children would become infected.

• Natural history of a disease…
The Willowbrook Letters: Criticisms and Defense. The Lancet, April 10, May 8, June 5, and July 10, 1971

• After, Belmont report



Belmont report : Principles of bioethics
(Beauchamp and Childress 1978)

• Autonomy – one should respect the right of 
individuals to make their own decisions

Nonmaleficence – one should avoid causing
harm

Beneficence – one should take positive steps to 
help others

Justice – benefits and risks should be fairly
distributed



In France

• Nothing until 1988…

• Huriet-Serusclat Law defines conditions for 
ethical research



Developping countries?









Problems

• Developping countries

• Obligation to ensure access of beneficial treatments for 
research participants at the conclusion of clinical trials. 

• Research with captive populations : prisoners, students, 
soldiers

• Research with identifiable and targetes communities

• Research with healthy volunters

• Research with fetuses, embryos, and stem cells

• Research with childrens

• Resarch with ethnic and minority populations

• Research involving economically disadvantaged participants



And now…



CRISP PR cas9

Genetics changes?







Ethics of clinical research is a 
continuous challenge…


